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GUEST-EDITORIAL

JNUSU ELECTION 2016-17:
THE UPSURGENCE OF THE OPPRESSED

“It is your claim to equality which hurts them. They want 
to maintain the status quo. If you maintain your lowly sta-
tus ungrudgingly, continue to remain dirty, filthy, backward, 
ignorant, poor and disunited, they will allow you to live in 
peace. The moment you start raising your level, the conflict 
starts”. Dr B.R Ambedkar

After the alliance of the left parties AISA and SFI in the 
campus swept all four seats in its students’ union (JNUSU) 
elections, reports  and analysis are coming out on the vic-
tory of the left over ABVP and in another sense victory of  
Marxism over Hindutva. In a move that was seen as an ‘ide-
ological compromise’, Communist Party of India (Marxist) 
affiliated Students’ Federation of India (SFI) and All India 
Students’ Association (AISA), the student wing of the Com-
munist Party of India (Marxist-Leninist), decided to form a 
‘united front’ to fight the JNUSU elections this time.

The alliance won all the four posts that include presi-
dent, vice president, general secretary and joint secretary 
of JNUSU while the two year old Birsa Ambedkar Phule Stu-
dents Association (BAPSA) challenged the hegemonic poli-
tics of both left and right wing students organisations in the 
campus through a close fight. For the post of president Ra-
hul Sonpimple of BAPSA gained 1545 votes and lost against 
AISA –SFI alliance by a margin of just 409 votes. Mohit from 
AISA has been declared the president having secured 1954 
votes. Akhil Bharatiya Vidyarthi Parishad (ABVP) which after 
the gap of 14 years, in 2015, managed to win one out of 
the four posts, was completely decimated this year. It even 
lost all seats of councilors. However final results show the 
strong support ABVP has managed to garner in the campus 
which cannot be underestimated. Had it not been for the 
left alliance they would have managed to secure at least two 
posts in the central panel who finished second for the post 
of vice president and general secretary.

Rahul of BAPSA who contested for the post of president 
and Pratim of DSF who contested for the post of the joint 
secretary emerged as the formidable opponents. Pratim 
was bested by Tabrez from AISA by a difference of some 436 
votes. In spite of being left out from the left alliance DSF 
made its mark securing 1234 votes. SFI got 2 central panel 
seats after a long time and clearly benefitted from the left 
alliance. Amal was elected for the post of vice president and 
Satarupa for the post of general secretary, both winning by 
a margin of more than 1000 votes. At the same time, it is 
quite interesting to note that Mohit and Tabrez who were 
the candidates of AISA in the Left Alliance won with a low 
margin as compared to SFI candidates, which clearly shows 

that the left leaning votes has gone to BAPSA candidates 
.The turnout for the 2016 election was 58% which is slightly 
better than the last year’s 53%.

The contours of the electoral battle in the JNU student 
union elections became evident after 9 February incident 
which led to the arrest of former JNUSU president Kanhaiya 
Kumar on sedition charges. What followed was a month long 
protest that rocked the campus. JNU hit the headlines and 
a fierce debate on ‘nationalism’ and sedition law ensued.

Following the 9 February incident when allegedly anti-
national slogans were raised by some students in the JNU 
campus, two hashtags evidently polarised the political dis-
course in the campus. The divide however was not limited 
to the campus. Entire nation seems to have jumped on the 
political bandwagon. From autorickshaw drivers to ‘news-
rooms intellectuals’ were seen, sharing and supporting, 
one of the two hashtags that was: #StandWithJNU or #Shut-
DownJNU.

As expected, ABVP which was instrumental in exposing 
the ‘anti-national’ activities in the campus, went to the polls 
with their ‘save the JNU from anti-nationals’ rhetoric. Their 
appeal was to ‘defeat the anti-national, secessionist cartel’.

On the other hand, the Left went with their appeal to pre-
serve the ethos and culture of the JNU which is to ‘debate 
and dissent’. Challenging these two hegemonic discourses 
, questioning the idea of JNU which is quite problematic, 
BAPSA has emerged as the third front in the campus  rais-
ing the slogans of unity of oppressed i.e the unity of Dalit-
Muslim-Adivasi Bahujan people. BAPSA had contested   two  
seats of central panel last year  in  JNUSU elections and had 
gained around 350 votes in each seats. This time their vote 
increased to three to five times more compared to previous 
year which shows the emergence of Dalit-Bahujan politics 
in the left agrahara.

MANDAL COMMISSION REPORT AND THE EMERGENCE OF 
DALIT MUSLIM BAHUJAN POLITICS: The rise of Dalit-Bahujan 
politics is a trend in the central universities of the country in 
the post-Mandal period. Hyderabad  Central University,EFLU, 
Osmania University etc are some of  the evidence of the suc-
cess of such politics both in academic field and  electoral 
politics. Students from the oppressed communities started 
to join in these universities in large number after Mandal 
Commission recommendations. Earlier, where the left acad-
emicians and left student organisations who neglected 
Ambedkar and Ambedkarite politics have now started to 
write essays about the need of Dalit-Left unity and began  to 
raise the slogan Jai Bhim Lal Salam, which shows the ideo-
logical victory of Ambedkarite  politics.

C AHAMED FAYIZ
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After the institutionalized murder 
of Rohith Vemula, every left party in 
JNU tried to appropriate the agency of 
Dalits, which was seriously challenged 
by BAPSA in the campus. On Decem-
ber 6th last year, BAPSA,along with 
Students Islamic Organisation (SIO), 
Youth Forum for Discussion and wel-
fare Activities(YFDA), Jharkhand Tribal 
Students  Association(JTSA) conduct-
ed oppressed unity march in memory 
of Babri Masjid Demolition and Dr. 
Ambedkar’s Samadhi day. The slogan 
raised during the march was “Nahi sa-
henge Hamirpur,Nahi Sahenge Dadri, 
PhirBanao Phir Banao Phir banao 
Babari.”(we will not tolerate hamir-
pur, we will not tolerate dadri, rebuild 
Babri, rebuild Babri).  The left organi-
zations conducted a separate rally on 
the same issue, pointing out that they 
have different positions on the issue of 
rebuilding Babri Masjid. There was also 
united march commemorating Periyar, 
Ambedkar Jayanti etc which showed 
the the strength of  BAPSA in which stu-
dents joined the march in large num-
bers.

BAPSA has been actively involved 
in pointing out the issues of reserva-
tion, deprivation points in entrance 
exams of JNU to Dalits and Muslims. 
It also found out the absence of OBC 
teachers in the faculty of JNU. It is to be 
noted that, no candidate of left parties 
pointed the issue of deprivation points 
to Muslims in JNU entrances during 
presidential debates this year. Rahul 
sonpimple ,BAPSA candidate for the 
presidential post pointed out the issue 
during the presidential debate “ Let me 
tell you that if the Minority Deprivation 
point is not allotted, then I promise 
that all 4 Gates of this campus will be 
closed. This is a promise from an op-
pressed to another oppressed. It is well 
known that the SC/ST/OBC/Minori-
ties only get 0-3 marks in Viva Voce. I 
want to know those people who get 
15-20 marks in viva-voce, which river 
water do they drink, which flour mill’s 
flour do they eat? JNU will only become 
progressive if the person who comes 
here from extreme poverty and difficult 
circumstances, gets admission, it will 
become progressive only when we fol-
low our duty to let him/her respectfully 
be able to complete his/her studies 
and complete his/her degree. But this 

doesn’t happen in this campus.”

AISA-SFI left alliance played the 
politics of fear pointing the bogie of  
ABVP which was sarcastically criticized 
by BAPSA candidate Rahul and later 
became a mass dialogue during the 
election campaign “These people say 
please don’t vote for BAPSA, otherwise 
ABVP will win. Similar to Gabbar will 
come. How long will Gabbar happen? 
I say this time Gabbar won’t come, Ka-
bali will come”.

The support from the organisa-
tions from the marginalized communi-
ties like YFDA and SIO and the active 
involvement of BAPSA in both aca-
demic and popular discourses made 
undercurrents which reflected as votes 
for BAPSA in the election. Pallikon-
da Manikanta of BAPSA, who com-
peted for the post General Secretary 
gained  856 votes, Bansidhar gained 
796 votes for vice president and Aarti 
gained 608 votes for Joint secretary 
posts while one of the student or-
ganization of a  prominent party in the 
Indian politics, ie NSUI couldn’t even 
get the votes gained by NOTA in cen-
tral panel, which shows that BAPSA is 
emerging as the third front in the cam-
pus.  It is to be added that the parent 
organization of NSUI ,who once tried 
to neglect to address the questions 
raised by Ambedkar is also losing its 
relevance in Indian political scenario 
while we see the resurgence of  Dalit- 
Muslim Bahujan organisations in the 

form of ASA in HCU , APSC in IIT madras 
and now BAPSA in JNU.

It is very important to note that even 
the radical left persons, who were cel-
ebrated by the media  as heroes, the 
self-proclaimed messiahs of Dalits 
and Muslims and who came to know 
about Dr. Ambedkar only after the insti-
tutional murder of Rohith Vemula and 
later  started an organization in the 
campus, namely Bhagat Singh Ambed-
kar Students Organisation(BASO), 
were too actively involved in elections 
and endorsed and encouraged to vote 
AISA-SFI left alliance. A two year old 
Dalit-Bahujan party had shown their 
strength in electoral politics standing 
between two mighty hegemonic ide-
ologies which share same ideology, 
but in two different styles. BAPSA has 
challenged a large left front(including 
radicals,liberals and mild and militant 
ones) who have the history of neglect-
ing and ridiculing Dr. Ambedkar and 
who had deliberately tried to perish 
Dalit Bahujan politics both academi-
cally and physically, in several cam-
puses throughout the country  and at 
the same time state-supported ABVP 
has been threatened by BAPSA’s strik-
ing slogan LalBhagvaEkHe, Sare Com-
rades fake hai (Red -Bhagwa are same, 
all comrades are fake), which gives a 
clear message to both.

The number of votes gained by 
BAPSA doesn’t matter, but ideologi-
cally they had won this battle. Reach-
ing second position to the presidential 
position JNUSU elections is a great leap 
to the upcoming politics of depressed 
and oppressed communities and na-
tionalities  No one has spoken about 
Marx and class struggle during elec-
tion campaign. Every party has used 
Ambekar’s and Phule’s photo. Every 
left party raises the slogan Jai Bhim Lal 
Salam now a days inside the campus. 
The post election analysis posted in fa-
cebook by one of prominent left leader 
in the campus accuses that BAPSA 
got the vote from ABVP  on president 
seat. Here the words of  Dr.Ambedkar 
quoted at the beginning of this article 
becomes relevant. The claim for equal-
ity has hurts them. Yes, The conflict has 
started.!

 “ BAPSA has 
challenged a large 
left front(including 
radicals,liberals and mild 
and militant ones) who 
have the history of ne-
glecting and ridiculing Dr. 
Ambedkar and who had 
deliberately tried to perish 
Dalit Bahujan politics both 
academically and physi-
cally, in several campuses 
throughout the country.
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Right to Education (RTE) Act 2009 
was passed in August 2009 and was 
implemented from April 2010. As per 
the Act, five years were given to imple-
ment it effectively and completely in 
all the states except Kashmir.  Some of 
the main features of RTE 2009 are as 
follows.

- Free and compulsory education to 
all children up to the age of 14 years.

- Primary schools in 1 km radius, 
upper primary schools in 3 km radius 
and high schools in 5 km radius.

- 25% free seats for all economical-
ly poor and backward class communi-
ties’ children in private and corporate 
schools.

COVER STORY

UNLESS RTE ACT IMPLEMENTED
EFFECTIVELY ‘BANGARU’ TELANGANA 

IS NEXT TO IMPOSSIBLE

- Accountability of teachers, which 
includes only government teachers in 
all government schools not contract or 
vidya volunteers or academic instruc-
tors.

- Private schools must be recog-
nized. (There must be no school with-
out recognition).

- Active school management com-
mittees should be formed in all govern-
ment schools.

- Teacher-student ratio in govern-
ment schools should be 1:30  in prima-
ry schools and if the strength exceeds 
150 students then one LFL HM should 
be there (primary school HeadMaster),

MUHAMMED
ABDUL JALEEL
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- Two school assistant 
teachers(maths/bio science & so-
cial studies), and two language 
teachers(first language & second lan-
guage) i.e. four additional teachers 
must be appointed to teach upper pri-
mary classes i.e.6th, 7th, 8th and if the 
strength of these classes exceeds 100, 
then more number of required subject 
teachers must be sanctioned in all gov-
ernment upper primary schools.

- Infrastructure- Every government 
school must have sufficient num-
ber of classrooms in good condition, 
playground, boundary wall, gate, safe 
drinking water, separate required 
number of toilets for boys and girls, 
electricity, computer lab, science lab, 
library etc.

Let us have a look at the grieving 
situation of RTE 2009 in Telangana 
State (Bangaru Telangana without 
education?). Even Supreme Court has 
questioned the Telangana state gov-
ernment several times about the poor 
condition of government schools in 
Telangana.

Since the year 2012, according to 
Telangana government data, vacan-
cies for 9586 secondary grade teach-
ers (primary school teachers), 2955 
school assistants (high school teach-
ers), 986 language pundits (language 
teachers), 310 physical education 
teachers (PET’s),  489 primary school 
headmasters (LFL HM) i.e. a sum of 
20253(excluding the huge require-
ment of teachers yet to be sanctioned 
by government) are pending in govern-
ment schools which results in thou-
sands of poor children of government 
schools getting poor quality education 
and hampers  their educational perfor-
mance. Moreover, 444 Mandal Educa-
tion Officer (MEO) posts and 44 deputy 
District Education officer (Dy DEO) are 
vacant in the state.

As far as infrastructure is con-
cerned, 6,874 schools do not have 
drinking water facilities, and another 
17,332 schools do not have toilets. Su-
preme Court inspection of government 
schools found that 7945 schools are 
without girls’ toilets, 14,884 schools 
without boys’ toilets and 7881 schools 
have dysfunctional girls’ toilets and 

 “ Supreme Court 
inspection of government 
schools found that 7945 
schools are without girls’ 
toilets, 14,884 schools 
without boys’ toilets and 
7881 schools have dys-
functional girls’ toilets 
and 3952 schools have 
dysfunctional boys’ toi-
lets.

angana state is the complex structure 
of the Education Department, due to 
which teachers cannot merge from one 
structure to another (particularly from 
agency area to non-agency area and 
vice versa, resulting in unfilled vacan-
cies of teachers for last 15 years and 
poor standard of education in these 
remote areas), which is of three types

In urban/city areas, government 
body or DEO management schools are 
run.

In rural areas, local body or ZP 
management schools are run.

In local body schools again another 
type of schools called as agency area 
schools exist (example: since last 15 
years every year in Adilabad district 
about 2000 poor children of govern-
ment Urdu medium schools have faced 
shortage of teachers/ zero teacher 
schools due to the norms of agency 
areas). There have been several de-
mands from the SIO to solve this issue 
by opening agency-to-non-agency and 
vice versa chain for government teach-
ers.

Telangana government has also 
failed to solve the problem of fee hike, 
a problem that has put both students 
of private schools and their parents in 
misery. In a recent news, one school 
took 7 lakh rupees from the parents 
for just one academic year in the name 
of providing quality education which 
shows the irregularities in fee hiking in 
private schools.

Instead of trying to solve these 
important problems related to educa-
tion, the government is merely doing 
government schools a disservice by 
adopting good-to-hear slogans like 
‘KG to PG free education’ (the govern-
ment still has not made clear what 
kind of free education they are going 
to provide). And even if it is sincere in 
its declarations, instead of trying to 
implement these slogans,  the gov-
ernment looks bent on destroying the 
existing, although poorly maintained, 
education system and risking the fu-
ture of thousands of poor children in 
government schools. If this situation 
persists, Telangana will never become 
a Bangaru Telengana!!

3952 schools have dysfunctional boys’ 
toilets. About 11334 schools do not 
have playgrounds, and 2415 schools 
do not have power supply.

Another shocking problem in Tel-
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He is an Asst.Prof, Dept of ECE and 
State University organiser of SIO Andhra 
Pradesh Zone

Education is the main tool for the 
development of human resource. If the 
education field improves in a better 
way its reflection could be seen in hu-
man resource development.

India is considered to be the big-
gest democracy in the world and this 
right of the citizen helped Telangana 
citizen struggle for separate state 

EDUCATION

HIGH DROPOUT RATES IN DISTRICTS OF 
TELANGANA ARE A BIG CONCERN

on the grounds of social justice and 
achieved it in 2014 after a long strug-
gle. After the formation of 29th state of 
India, there are a few challenges to the 
government. Education is an important 
sector on which the government has to 
focus a lot. But the new state and the 
new government have their own inter-
ests.

SYED AZHARUDDIN
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Students Islamic Organisation of 
India (SIO), Telangana zone, after ana-
lyzing the debates pertaining to the 
ups and downs of educational sphere 
by the public representatives that take 
place in the Assembly is persevering to 
place it before the government and the 
general public, as it has done academ-
ic work on New Education policy 2015,  
recommendations to GOI and discus-
sions on education in Parliament, 
and it is now focusing on educational 
status of state. The main objective of 
these reports is to explore the quality 
of the questions raised and how suc-
cessful they are in trying to discuss the 
core of the problem.

Telangana has multiple institutes 
of higher education universities along 
with numerous primary and second-
ary schools. The state is home to a 
number of institutes, which impart 
higher education. The Department of 
Higher Education deals with matters 
relating to education at various levels 
in the state of Telangana. The literacy 
rate of the state as per 2011 census 
is 66.54%. Male literacy and female 
literacy are 75.04% and 57.99%, re-
spectively. Hyderabad district is high-
est with 83.25% and Mahabubnagar 
district is lowest with 55.04%. Urban 
area literacy reaches 81.09% and ru-
ral 57.30% on the whole, along with 
Rangareddy 75.87%, Medak 61.42%, 
Nizambad 61.25%, Adilabad 61.01%, 
Kareemnagar 64.15%, Warangal 
65.11%, Khammam 65.75% and Nal-
gonda 64.20%. The statistical num-
bers are good to see and hear but on 
the other side of coin, we can see the 
dropout rates. According to statistical 
data of 2013-14, district-wise it is the 
highest in Mahbubnagar at 53.21%, 
Rangareddy at 26.02% which is low-
est, then Hyderabad 34.81%, Medak 
47.28%, Nizambad 32.05%, Adilabad 
42.12%, Karimnagar 28.42%, Waran-
gal 43.03%, Khammam 28.1% and 
Nalgonda 42.22%. The overall dropout 
rate in the state is 38.21% among the 
students who are studying from I to X 
standards.

During 2015-16, Rs.138.92 crore 
was allocated under state plan while 
Rs.271.49 crore was allocated under 

non-plan budget for expenditure under 
this scheme. It consists of 212 hostels  
(157 for Boys and 55 for Girls) with a 
total strength of 40763 boarders, 283 
ashram schools (187 for Boys and 96 
for girls) functioning in the tribal con-
centrated areas providing schooling 
and hostel facility to 85843 children 
and 70 residential schools for minor-
ity students during this academic year 
2016-17. Apart from this, education 
sector consists of following schemes- 
FAST (Financial assistance for students 
of Telangana), Pre-Matric Scholarships, 
Quality Education for STs, Upgrading 
TW Ashram Schools into Schools of 
Excellence, Residential Schools for 
Tribals, Upgradation of Residential 
Schools into Junior Colleges of Educa-
tion and similarly many more.

In Telangana, there were 43,293 
schools functioning under various 
managements in 2013-14. The stu-
dents enrolled during the year were 
61.68 lakh and the teachers deployed 
were 2.35 lakh, but there are few 
schools where there is a single teacher 
who teaches five classes. There are 
3007 junior colleges in the state in 
which 4,15,026 students were en-
rolled, along with 26,333 lecturers, 
during 2013-14. Similarly, there are 
171 degree colleges with an enrolment 
of 1,47,564 students and 4,211 lectur-
ers. In the field of engineering there 
are 350 colleges with different depart-

ments with a total intake of 1,17,679 
students, and 195 polytechnic colleges 
are functioning with strength of 45,250 
students during 2013-14.

The RTE act is the most substantive 
declaration of the Government’s com-
mitment towards the education. But the 
Act has several shortcomings. There are 
several critical gaps which have dam-
aged the spirit of the act. Even after five 
years have passed since the enactment 
of Right to Education Act, Government 
is merely emphasizing the 25% free 
seats. In last three years Government 
has sent around 20, 00000 students to 
private schools by paying their school 
fee. This is Government-sponsored pri-
vatization.

Implementation of other aspects 
of the Act and awareness among the 
public is essential. Whether the values 
enshrined in the Constitution is includ-
ed the training of teachers and in the 
text and teaching pattern, whether the 
learning ability and skills among chil-
dren is really being boosted, whether 
learning is developed in child-friendly 
and child-oriented modes, and the 
growth of physical and mental abili-
ties among children should have been 
discussed when the Right to Education 
was being debated.

The literacy rate of 66.46% in Tel-
angana shows there is need for greater  
concentration of government on edu-
cation sector. Even there is need of re-
thinking the slogan given by TRS gov-
ernment pre-election regarding “Free 
KG to PG” education which will change 
the fate of many downtrodden commu-
nities if they really work on it sincerely. 
The discussion in Assembly in last three 
years on education clearly shows how 
sincere the government is..!

Downfall of educational standards 
including negligence towards educa-
tion in mother tongue, minority edu-
cational institutions and intake of ma-
drasa students in state universities are 
some of challenging issues before the 
state.  Also government policies are 
not focused on grassroots issues. More 
than half the population of our nation 
comprises students and the policies 
made are very choosy, giving benefits 
to few.

 “ According to 
statistical data of 2013-
14, district-wise it is the 
highest in Mahbubnagar 
at 53.21%, Rangareddy at 
26.02% which is lowest, 
then Hyderabad 34.81%, 
Medak 47.28%, Nizambad 
32.05%, Adilabad 42.12%, 
Karimnagar 28.42%, Wa-
rangal 43.03%, Kham-
mam 28.1% and Nalgonda 
42.22%.
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Ambiguity is like idolatry to a man. 
He worships the precision of science 
and justice unmitigated by compas-
sion. That is why he gravitates towards 
sports. Sports are a placebo for a real-
ity that does not exist. A reality where 
the rules are predetermined, objec-
tive, and will not shift according to the 
emotional needs of another. Sports are 
the philosophical metaphor of a world 

DELIBERATION

THE SOCIAL SEXUAL GLOBAL
CURRENCY CRISIS AND THE 

BANNING OF BURKINI

that makes sense. Men play and com-
pete according to strictly observed and 
enforced rules. And the women act as 
cheerleaders, or sit on the sidelines 
with restrained piety and admiration. 
Win or lose, rest assured that a wom-
en is preparing to make you feel like 
a winner either by rewarding you with 
her body, or rewarding you with the no-
tion that there are higher ideals to be 

INAS YOUNIS
She is a US based freelance journal-

ist and commentator. Her opinion pieces, 
book reviews, and personal essays have 
been published on various websites and 
magazines
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achieved than just winning.

Sadly for men, it is only when the 
game comes to an end that the real 
challenge begins. Where he was once 
rational, he is now confused. He can’t 
think in his own best interests any-
more. He can’t give it his all because he 
is told that in the real world we must ex-
ercise restraint. The game ends, but the 
world still has expectations of him that 
he cannot fulfill with just brute energy. 
The object of his desire is no longer a 
clear target or goal, but a constantly 
shifting one. The reality that women’s 
bodies are the super glue that keeps 
his mind from disintegrating into cha-
os and society from following suit be-
comes the only unconfessed and irra-
tional weakness he does not know how 
to regulate.

Man begins to realize that he 
needs, wants and desires woman, not 
as an either/or, not as a punctuation 
mark to the full sentence of his exist-
ence, but as the author of his entire life 
story. He must actually move past the 
calculations of a static reality and learn 
to recalibrate according to the fluid 
world of feminine needs and spiritual 
impulses. Woman seems to be the only 
one who holds the key to this ambigu-
ous space outside of the playing field.

What he desires of course is not 
women per se, but what she represents 
in terms of his own spiritual possibili-
ties. The fulfillment of his deepest de-
sires, ideals, virtues and sacrificial urg-
es. He finds himself obsessing about 
this higher calling precisely because 
it is unattainable except through the 
mechanism of outward projection. He 
attempts to codify the process of se-
curing her affections by bartering, ne-
gotiating, and reducing the process to 
a contractual agreement which he only 
knows how to do in one of two ways.

Either through idealization, as in 
‘this is my wife, my saint, my mother, 
my sister.’

Or through a process of devalua-
tion, as in ‘this is a whore, a slut, a lost 
soul in need of protection.’

In doing this, men have managed 
to stabilize the currency and women 
have become conditioned towards de-

pendency by subverting their need for 
something more meaningful. But hu-
man knowledge is cumulative and the 
continual evolution of society eventu-
ally led to the destabilization and fluc-
tuation of the social sexual currency.

When the great recession of the 
Women’s liberation movement came 
along and blew this whole equation 
right out the water, a new kind of 
woman was born. The kind that is too 
round to fit into any box. She did not 
want to be the walking embodiment of 
ideals that do not exist outside of the 
artificially engineered playing fields of 
men’s psyche. In other words, she did 
not want to be a saint or a slut. She re-
jected these false alternatives. I want 
to be meeee she said!

To which man lovingly responded. 
‘Tell me who you are and I will recali-
brate accordingly. I am liberal and cool 
and I will adjust to your needs, but 
I need to know who you are, so I can 
rewrite the rules of engagement. Noth-
ing can be worse than a game with-
out rules. In fact a game without rules 
might force me to employ the only rule I 
know — force’, he threatens.

But this new female aberration was 
impenetrable in more ways than one. 
She had spent a thousand years being 
the anchor upon which society could 
reliably and predictably lean and so 
she decided she needs another thou-
sand years to figure out what ‘being 

me’ actually meant.

‘I will let you know when I figure it 
out’ she says, ‘in the meantime kindly 
get out of my way’.

We, as a society decided that we 
need a new vocabulary for this kind of 
woman, and so we decide to call her 
B@#*^. We knew how to deal with the 
saint, and we knew what to do with a 
slut, and we always felt secure with the 
majority of asexual and desexualized 
maternal types, but this new aberra-
tion, is confusing the heck out of us.

Fast forward, and here we are to-
day, where this ancient play is about 
to be screened on our beach front 
resorts. In case you have not heard, 
France has decided to ban the burkini. 
While I think it would be meaningful to 
flood French beaches wearing burkinis. 
I think,  employing the same logic, we 
should also flood saudi streets with li-
censed drivers, Capri pants and pony 
tails.

But why bother?

I hate to break it to you revolution-
ary types, but this is not about women. 
Nothing of this kind ever really is. What 
the french authorities are doing is 
merely challenging other authorities.

tThis latest stunt of banning the bur-
kini, is nothing more than an attempt to 
question the hypocrisy of Muslims who 
wish to employ authoritarian meas-
ures to enforce social and/or religious 
values, while simultaneously rebelling 
against that same methodology when 
other nations attempt to do it. It’s an 
abstract point but a point worth noting.

We too, say the French, wish to em-
ploy the same strategy to enforce our 
values and to hell with Women’s rights 
(they are disposable and recyclable).

The French logic is that the exploi-
tation of state power to enforce social 
values has proven to be effective for 
Muslims, as evidenced by the fact that 
even on French beaches women elect 
to dress according to the dictates of 
their repressive regimes. Never mind 
our private motivations. Never mind 
that each woman can actually dress 
any way she wants until she figures out 
what fits her most comfortably. Women 
are and have always been understood 

 “ Women evolve 
organically, men socially 
engineer. Men enforce ra-
tionality upon the world 
and decide how to struc-
ture societies because 
they are in a rush to secure 
some kind of tangible out-
come which inevitability 
leads to social regulations 
imposed exclusively on 
women.
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and processed as a collective, and not 
as individuals, which is why they are 
always the first to become objectified 
in any ideological debate.

But if we women can step outside 
of this playground fight, we the women 
might realize that we are being draft-
ed, without our consent, into a battle 
of wits between two ego maniacally 
motivated patriarchal systems. We 
(the women) must not allow ourselves 
to be reduced to this kind of obscene 
debate. Our bodies are not  a public 
commodity to be  enshrined with some 
kind of collective social value.

Social norms are supposed to 
evolve organically in every society 
based on community standards and 
not to be enforced by state entities. 
Community standards cannot exist 
unless a community allows women to 
actually function in positions of lead-
ership and as fully engaged citizens 
of the state. No official entities should 
regulate the natural progression of 
women’s rights. The operative word 
here is natural. Social engineering is 
a male construct. Women evolve or-
ganically, men socially engineer. Men 
enforce rationality upon the world 
and decide how to structure societies 
because they are in a rush to secure 
some kind of tangible outcome which 
inevitability leads to social regulations 
imposed exclusively on women.

This is a childish measure on 
France’s part since it’s obvious, es-
pecially to them, that you cannot pre-
serve something by destroying the 
principle that makes it possible. But 
they are prepared to sacrifice so much 
in principle because the experiment is 
only affecting the women they pretend 
to respect. They have reduced this into 
a battle over women’s bodies, when 
it’s really a battle over men’s power 
to reinstate a double standard, while 
simultaneously using women as the 
vehicle to showcase the superiority of 
their societal norms.

Women need to hit the pause but-
ton and disengage from this debate. 
We need to reflect more deeply to en-
sure that how we dress and how we 
live our lives is governed and inspired 
by our own inner leanings and deep-

est impulses, not as a reaction or act 
of rebellion to political trends that 
have nothing to do with God or our 
own personally held values. Left to our 
own devices we naturally gravitate to-
wards a merciful and pluralistic set of 
social norms and it is man’s constant 
interventions that led to the kind of ex-
aggerated manifestations of strikingly 
contrasting dress codes.

We must NOT allow our bodies to 
become the front lines for experimen-
tal ideological debates on how social 
norms and cultures are preserved or 
evolve. We will not secure our freedom 
by employing aggressive male tactics 
of protest and counter protest, either 
by wearing a burqa or running around 
topless.  We do not have to justify our 
complicated existence or our diversity 
of thought and self expression. We 
dress differently because we are differ-
ent. We are not a singular entity. We are 
individuals. By offering up countless 
explanations for why we do or do not 
cover we are recognizing the authority 
of those who have no legitimate au-
thority in our lives.

We should dress according to the 
dictates of our soul.

Can we do that? Or is it now impos-
sible given the heavily loaded social 
implications being hoisted upon us 
like one leash around our collective 
neck.

The only thing we need to resist is 
the wielding of state power to enforce 
a social norm. I am allowed to hate the 
bikini, and you are allowed to hate the 
burkini, but no one is allowed to wield 
the legalized use of force to enforce 
their arbitrary subjective perceptions of 
abstract principles regarding modesty.

Having said that, I believe France is 
taking a step back from its enlightened 
position of being a free society in its at-
tempt to legislate a standard. Saudia 
Arabia never took any real meaningful 
steps forward so it can’t very well be 
accused of becoming what it already 
is. The loss to progress is now being 
shouldered by France and not the al-
ready repressive Saudi establishment. 
That is a burden that France must now 
bear. In their paranoia they pulled a 
kind of Brexit and exposed their sub-
conscious motivations. It is a step back 
to a stonier age every time we legislate 
private choices.  The protection of in-
dividual rights and private property 
is an enlightenment principle, when 
violated, becomes more detrimental to 
the overall progress of humanity than 
when an already dictatorial regime acts 
with impunity against the individual 
rights of its citizens. You cannot violate 
a principle that has not been constitu-
tionally memorialized. And individual 
rights never existed in authoritarian 
places like Saudia. So this approach on 
the part of France is pathetic and inef-
fective and very Trumpian and trite. But 
also more philosophically dangerous 
and corrupt than the unambiguous op-
pression of women in other parts of the 
world. It’s a confession that the law is 
no longer a benchmark of an unyielding 
principle of objectivity in government 
matters. In other words, it’s a confes-
sion of defeat to the very societies they 
wish to defeat. Rather than stand on 
the objectivity of rational principles, 
they decided to play the game of cul-
tural relativism that the slave states of 
the world have been playing for dec-
ades. And they have decided to do it 
in the only way that all such games are 
played, by putting women squarely and 
maliciously, back in their place.

 “ The only thing 
we need to resist is the 
wielding of state power to 
enforce a social norm. I 
am allowed to hate the bi-
kini, and you are allowed 
to hate the burkini, but 
no one is allowed to wield 
the legalized use of force 
to enforce their arbitrary 
subjective perceptions of 
abstract principles regard-
ing modesty.
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He graduated in Economics at Ali-
garh Muslim University. He basically 
writes on the issue of Injustice and on 
marginalized section of Indian economy. 
He also run a student organization ‘Be-
ing Civilized’ and student based blog 
‘the indomitable youth’ which works on 
rural India especially on farmers.

The Rajya Sabha on August 8, 
2016, passed the Mental Health Care 
Bill 2013. Before going through any de-
tails, the government deserves some 
applause for its efforts at being vocal 
on an issue which is still considered 
‘taboo’ in our society.  As it passed 
the upper house of the parliament, 
there was and is a sense of celebration 
among activists as well as citizens. The 
new bill in many aspects differs from 
the outdated Mental Health Act 1987 
and the new bill will replace the old act 
once it clears the Lok Sabha.

The definition of mental illness it-
self  changes in the new bill. The new 

HEALTH

MENTAL HEALTH BILL IGNORES
THE ROLE OF COUNSELLORS

AND PSYCHOLOGISTS

bill defines mental illness as “a sub-
stantial disorder of thinking, mood, 
perception, orientation or memory that 
grossly impairs judgment, behaviour, 
capacity to recognise reality or ability 
to meet the ordinary demands of life, 
mental conditions associated with the 
abuse of alcohol and drugs, but does 
not include mental retardation which is 
a condition of arrested or incomplete 
development of mind of a person, 
specially characterised by sub normal-
ity of intelligence.” It is more inclusive 
and based on medical science. The old 
one, however, was limited to “any men-
tal disorder other than mental retarda-
tion”.

ANWARUL HODA 
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The Health Minister Jagat Prakash 
Nadda refers to this bill as a historical 
step on his twitter account. During the 
debate in parliament the Health Min-
ister said the Mental Health Care Bill, 
2013, is patient-centric and focuses 
on how more facilities and support 
could be provided to patients. Various 
stakeholders, including the academia, 
experts and various political establish-
ments, were consulted while formulat-
ing the bill. He also added that around 
6-7% of the country’s population suf-
fered from some kind of mental illness, 
while 1-2% suffered from acute men-
tal diseases. According to the Mental 
Health Care Bill, every person shall 
have the right to access mental health-
care and treatment from services run or 
funded by the government.

The bill includes several unique 
features which are completely opposite 
from the previous one. The new bill has 
provision to decriminalise ‘attempt to 
suicide’. Now a person who attempts 
suicide does not have to go to jail for a 
year or pay a fine but will be facilitated 
for special care provided by govern-
ment. Earlier it used to be considered 
as offence. Now a humanistic approach 
has been taken in this matter. It is very 
reformative. It is a significant progress 
from regulated healthcare to rights-
based mental health approach, a sen-
ior health ministry official said.

M V Rajeev Gowda of the Congress 
said that there are many many good 
things in this bill and one of the most 
important ones is the fact that it de-
criminalizes suicides.”When a person 
attempts to take his or her own life that 
person is crying for help, that person 
is not someone who should be treated 
as a criminal and thrown behind bars. 
We need to reach out and find a way 
to overcome the problems that have 
caused that kind of action,” he said.

The bill also guides insurance com-
panies to provide medical insurance 
facilities to mental ill persons as in 
the case of physical illness. Another 
feature of the bill is to ensure right to 
the patients about choosing the meth-
ods to get treated while the patient can 
choose a nominative representative 
who would take care of him or her.

It also provides for establishment 
of Central and State Mental Health Au-
thority. The bill defines mental illness 
as well as its treatment. Under the bill, 
psycho-surgery will only be allowed if 
the district medical board approves it.

These are the certain provision 
which makes this bill a ‘reformist’ act. 
However, even with all these, there are 
also some healthy criticisms and ques-
tions over its implementation. And the 
very first is the budget allocation. In to-
day’s date, government merely spends 
1. 2 percent of its GDP on public 
healthcare and the allocation for men-
tal health is only 1 percent of the allo-
cated amount. The situation today is a 
far cry from what is promised. While the 
bill says mental health services should 
be available at the district level, even 
States with well-functioning district 
hospitals do not offer regular psychi-
atric outpatient services, leave alone 
in-patient facilities. In government 
hospitals, medication to treat even the 
more common psychiatric disorders is 
not always available. These and other 
deficiencies need not have waited for a 
law. This severe criticism appeared on 
The Hindu daily digital portal.

However, no matter how progres-
sive the new bill is, it is still just a baby-
step in the direction of reform. The bill 
only recognises the role of psychiatrists 
in the treatment of a mental illness. It 
still does not acknowledge the roles 
of counsellors and psychologists who 
also work with patients suffering from 
mental and emotional distress. Also, 
the bill largely addresses requirements 
of those people in mental healthcare 
facilities, but not every person diag-
nosed with a mental illness needs in-
stitutionalisation. While the bill man-
dates insurance companies to provide 
medical insurance to the mentally ill 
on the same grounds that they would 
issue insurance for physical illnesses, 
counselling services would probably 
not be covered even in the new insur-
ance schemes, (writes) Divya Srivasta.

Madhusudan Mistry (INC), in a pas-
sionate speech also raised several 
relevant issues pointing out that the 
Bill fails to lay down any provisions for 
creating awareness and addressing the 

stigma associated with mental illness. 
He also pointed out that the Bill is ‘in-
dividualistic in nature’ and does not 
make sufficient provisions for family 
members and caregivers who also face 
a lot of challenges.

The bill however commands central 
as well as state government to ensure 
access to mental health services in 
every district and the establishment of 
community-based rehabilitations but 
it failed to give information about the 
expenditure requirement and makes 
no mention even of financial sharing 
between state and central government. 
The obvious question arose over the 
implementation because nothing has 
been mentioned about funds, financial 
costs and how to meet them. The bill 
also failed to specify the punishment 
and penalty provisions adequately if 
one violates the law. The passed bill 
with its reformist provisions also car-
ries some heavy flaws. For its success-
ful implementation the lawmakers have 
to address those leakages sincerely.

 “ In today’s 
date, government merely 
spends 1. 2 percent of its 
GDP on public healthcare 
and the allocation for men-
tal health is only 1 percent 
of the allocated amount. 
The situation today is a far 
cry from what is promised.
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She is pursuing masters in Biochem-
istry at JMI, New Delhi.

‘Kashmir’ – the word itself light-
ens up one’s mind with the mesmeriz-
ing beauty it is gifted by the nature. But 
not any longer. The torture and turmoil 
it has been facing for the last 50 and 
more days has changed the scenario 
completely. Now what hits the mind 
are pellet-injured faces with bandaged 
eyes, patients wrapped in white and 
red bandages lying on hospital beds, 
bleeding and aggressive masses pelt-
ing stones, arson, and vandalism. 
Thus has life been paralysed. Though 
the pain of Kashmir is ages old, what 

POLITICS

RESISTANCE AND
REVOLUTION IN KASHMIR

is happening now has put Kashmir on 
fire and Indian central government on 
a mode of self-realization. Kashmir 
has completely lost its faith in India. 
And why should they put their trust in 
Indian government while it has failed 
them once again in restoring perpetual 
peace and contentment?

Since the day a top Hizb-ul-Muja-
hidin commander was killed, the mas-
sive protests against his killing and af-
termath has made it crystal clear to the 
Indian authorities that everyone being 

KASHISH
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killed by them is not a terrorist. Kash-
miris consider them as freedom fight-
ers as they see a ray of hope in them 
to achieve their common cause – free-
dom. They respect them as ‘martyrs’.

Since the time India got its inde-
pendence, Kashmir has sought its 
freedom, not accepting their Kashmir 
as an integral part of India. That is com-
pletely justified. The atrocities shown 
by the partial law system through army 
and AFSPA in those years never let 
Kashmiris feel themselves as a part 
of India. And the current situation has 
fueled their want of Independence. 
Thousands wounded and more than 
70 killed in less than 50 days of on-
going protests. Communication gag 
by snapping the internet and phone 
services has ignited the referendum 
demand.

Hospitals have been completely oc-
cupied with the victims, with no space 
for more patients. There is a crisis in 
hospitals. Internet ban has left stu-
dents in a lurch. Kashmiri students liv-
ing outside are running out of money. 
People caged in their own houses are 
unaware of what is happening around. 
Schools and colleges have been closed 
for over a month. In short, normal life 
has been forced to go into limbo. So 
far, except for sending few-membered 

medical team to Srinagar, Kashmir has 
not received any help from India. Peo-
ple are helping each other by arranging 
and providing money, medical aid and 
food to the victims.

Indian authority has been stubborn 
and refusing the appeals to lift bans, 
while continuing to ask them to main-
tain peace. By imposing a communica-
tion gag, India has further worsened 
its image in international community 
where internet access has been listed 
among human rights by UNO.

The stones and pro-freedom slo-
gans are responded to with pellets and 
bullets. The resistance and protests 
are replied to by ruthless beating till 
death. This has left Kashmir between 
two options – either a perpetual fight 
for freedom or unending humiliation 
and submission. Taking account of the 
killing of innocents, some J&K police-
men have resigned publicly.

There is a paradigm shift in what 
people ask for and how they pursue 
this movement. They have suffered, 
they still are suffering. What goes 
through their mind is – this has to 
stop somewhere. With blood, with life, 
with torture or come what may. Their 
resolve is getting even stronger. It was 
beyond imagination that Kashmir can 

withstand curfew for 15 days. They 
have shown their resilience. They don’t 
find any value in their lives. They are 
being killed even if the situation is not 
this volatile or otherwise. All they have 
to give for this movement is their life, 
which is valueless anyway.

The problem is that the Kashmiri 
and rest of Indians exist in the same 
state. They are governed by two sets of 
laws that makes peaceful co-existence 
impossible.

Blaming Pakistan for Kashmir un-
rest is not the solution and is unjusti-
fied. Why doesn’t India take any initia-
tive to find a real solution? Instead of 
lifting the ban and curfews, India is 
deploying more and more military men 
with weapons in the already heavily 
militarized valley. This has terrorized 
the people more than anything else 
as shooting at free hand has become 
common there.

The government of J&K is being crit-
icized for it has failed its people. Any 
action from government has proven to 
worsen the situation. The streets are 
stained with blood, the silent cries of 
orphaned children and protesters with 
stone in hands. The graffiti on walls 
everywhere gives a clear message to 
India- “hum kya chahte, aazaadi.”
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Kashmir, one of the most beautiful 
places on earth, also constitutes the 
most militarized region of the world. 
More than two months have elapsed 
since Hizbul Mujahideen commander 
Burhan Wani was killed by the forces 
in Kashmir. It was a big triumph for In-
dian forces to inhibit the famous Kash-
mir militant. Alas! Who knew it would 
become a big headache for the Indian 
government in the time to come. From 
the day Burhan was killed, Kashmir 
has been under curfew, with 76 people 
killed and more than 8000 injured.

POLITICS

WILL THE DELEGATION RESTORE
NORMALCY IN KASHMIR?

In a recent development,  Indian 
government proposed to send a del-
egation with a powerful mandate, un-
like in 2010. Commenting on the  2010 
delegation, JNU vice president Sheila 
Rashid said, “Last time, the delega-
tion had only a human rights mandate 
which was not enough.” The   delega-
tion was headed by the Home Minister 
of India Mr. Rajnath Singh with some 
powerful political personalities in the 
likes of Arun Jaitley, Ghulam Nabi Azad 
and Sitaram Yechury. On 4th Sep, the 
26-member delegation headed by the 

SHAFAT MAQBOOL
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Home Minister  reached Srinagar to 
meet people from different harbors. Mr 
Rajnath confirmed that “the 26-mem-
ber all-party delegation has met over 
300 people since it reached Srinagar” 
(reports Greater Kashmir). The delega-
tions comprised of opposition parties 
NC, Congress and CPIM. Some fronts 
refused to meet the delegation, argu-
ing that it will be another futile exer-
cise. These included Hurriyat, JKLF, 
DAK, BAR and fruit growers.

Senior Hurriyat leader Prof A.G 
Bhat said, “This is a futile exercise. 
Nothing concrete will happen until or 
unless India talks to Pakistan on Kash-
mir. We will not be able to arrive at any 
solution if India only talks to Kash-
mir or Pakistan talks to Kashmir. We 
should try and solve this issue which 
can otherwise result in hostilities be-
tween the two neighboring nations,” 
(quoted from the Times of India).  
Some members of the delegation had 
however broken away from the team to 
meet senior resistance leaders includ-
ing Syed Ali Geelani, Mirwaiz Umar 
Farooq and Muhammad Yasin Malik. 
But the three leaders who are either 
in jail or under house arrest refused to 
meet the MPs. CPIM leader S.R Yechury 
added that last time he had a detailed 
meeting with Geelani, but may be the 
failure to follow up was the reason the 
separatist leader didn’t come forward 
(quotes Kashmir Observer).

How much this initiative will be pro-
lific? We need time before commenting 
on the success of the meeting . The 
Home Minister disagreed with the view 
that the mission was a failure and said 
the delegation had “very good inter-
actions” with individuals and groups, 
writes Greater Kashmir. Comment-
ing on the success of the delegation, 
the CPIM leader pointed out that we 
needed to involve all the stakehold-
ers, as mere slogans won’t improve 
the situation in Kashmir. “We are urg-
ing both sides to first restore normalcy 
and ensure that the suffering of people 
during the last two months ends. Start 
unconditional political dialogue.” He 
said, “When the government gives 
slogans, some tangible follow-up 
steps should also be taken.” He said 

the government keeps on repeating 
Vajpayee’s statement of ‘jamhooriat, 
Kashmiriyat and insaniyat’ but “forgot 
the steps the former Prime Minister 
took along with the slogan, like uni-
lateral ceasefire during Ramadan and 
talks with the Hizbul Mujahideen. (The 
then) deputy Prime Minister L.K. Ad-
vani himself held number of meetings 
with Hizbul leaders.” Atal Bihari Vaj-
payee, when asked whether talks with 
separatist groups would be “within the 
scope of the Indian Constitution”, said 
the talks would be “within the scope of 
humanity.”(Quoted from Scroll)

During his hour-long interaction 
with the delegation, Omar recalled 
the previous all-party delegation visits 
since 1990 to Kashmir and said that 
“unfortunately when things cool down, 
there is no progress on the issue” 
(quoted from The Wire).

Some mainstream leaders even ac-
cuse that  the delegation had nothing 
genuine to offer for the state. Congress 
chief G.A. Mir, after meeting the MPs, 
said it seems it (delegation) has no 
roadmap. “They do not have anything 

concrete to offer,” he said (quoted 
from The Wire).

Government needs to take a state 
of genuine approach to bring normalcy 
in the Kashmir. BJP-led NDA govern-
ment  is in no mood to meet resistance 
leaders to restore normalcy. Everybody 
needs to be taken on board to move 
forward. While appealing to the people 
to restore normalcy in the state, North-
ern Army Commander Lt Gen D S Hooda 
urged “everybody involved, whether it 
is security forces, whether it is sepa-
ratists, governments, student leaders 
to find some way forward” (quotes the 
Indian Express). Kavita Krishnan also 
emphasized the need to involve “all 
sections of the Kashmiri people” in the 
political dialogue involving Kashmir 
and to treat them with the respect they 
deserve.

The Home Minister-led delegation 
failed to involve all the stakeholders of  
Kashmir. Distancing New Delhi and his 
party BJP from Mehbooba Mufti’s deci-
sion to invite resistance leadership in 
Kashmir for talks with the all-party del-
egation, Singh said she (Mehbooba) 
had also sent letters to separatists for 
holding talks (writes greater Kashmir). 
BJP is in no mood to come out from the 
prison to restore normalcy.

Kashmir is a political issue, it needs 
political solution and we needs to look 
beyond economic packages  “We have 
to remember that Kashmir is not just a 
piece of land, there are actually people 
living there. Primarily, contrary to the 
way it’s projected in much of the media 
unfortunately, the Kashmir problem is 
not primarily a problem of terrorism; 
it is not primarily a Pakistan-inspired 
problem. It is primarily a political is-
sue, to do with Kashmiri sentiment, 
and that cannot be addressed by bul-
lets. You can’t solve that at gunpoint,” 
writes Kavita Krishnan for the Cobra 
Post. Senior CPIM leader S.R Yechury 
said, “The state and central govern-
ments have to take the political dia-
logue forward now. There will be no 
solution without a political dialogue. 
You have to start a political dialogue, 
an unconditional political dialogue 
with all the stakeholders.” (quoted by 
Indian Express).

 “ We have to re-
member that Kashmir is 
not just a piece of land, 
there are actually peo-
ple living there. Primar-
ily, contrary to the way 
it’s projected in much of 
the media unfortunately, 
the Kashmir problem is 
not primarily a problem 
of terrorism; it is not pri-
marily a Pakistan-inspired 
problem. It is primarily a 
political issue, to do with 
Kashmiri sentiment, and 
that cannot be addressed 
by bullets. You can’t solve 
that at gunpoint.
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He is a research fellow at Centre for 
West Asian Studies, Jawaharlal Nehru 
University, New Delhi.

The emerging new discourses in 
India are overwhelmingly adhered with 
the dynamic imaginations of freedom, 
in which the slogan of Azaadi often 
thrives young hearts into the verge of 
protest and political activism. While 
contemplating on the scope and end 
of freedom we possess, we must ana-
lyze the many meanings of Azaadi/ 
Freedom in the context of present day 
scenario. The way we perceive Azaadi 
is ultimately related to the freedom we 
are accessing without any constraints. 

OPEN SPACE

LET THE WALLS SPEAK: THE MANY 
MEANINGS OF AZAADI

But even after 70 years of formal inde-
pendence from the shackles of British 
imperial regime, we still want to reas-
sess the extent of our Azaadi in various 
contextual realities. Here we seek your 
attention to a vibrant sphere of de-
bates on the walls of Jawaharlal Nehru 
University, which has been nourished 
by an active involvement of the people 
from the margins.

The slogan of Azaadi has come up 
on the forefront of protest marches in 
recent times. The wide popular usage 

HISHAM UL WAHAB 
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and embracement of these Azaadi 
slogans can be traced to the people’s 
aspirations of freedom still alive and 
awaken even after a long era of formal 
independence. The very term repre-
sents multiple meanings in the present 
time, while thanks to its various con-
textual application and capability of 
all embracing vigour. The freedom as a 
trait of social and political existence of 
an individual has been considered as 
one of the inseparable right itself. Free-
dom has been made the rallying point 
of mass movements throughout the 
ages by its overwhelming power to mo-
tivate people in opposition to injustice 
and tyranny. The people made huge 
efforts to regain their bygone freedom 
from oppressors and to restore it by any 
means necessary. The Postcolonial na-
tion states have emerged after a long 
era of struggles for independence and 
liberty under imperialist regimes. But 
still the remnants of colonialism have 
been shattering the dreams of thou-
sands living under occupation and in-
vasion by nation states in the name of 
national security and market economy. 
The social scenario of the same post-
colonial saga sustains the very modes 
of oppression in same wave length to 
gain its dynamic character adopted 
from its ancestors.  The louder outcries 
for freedom have been rising from dif-
ferent corners of our country, which 
now put a question mark on the con-

cept of independence and the extent 
of our freedom.

The foremost slogans of Azaadi 
come up from the northern part of 
country, which had been a space for 
rivalry between the people and nation 
states. On a wider scale of analysis,  
still existing prominent conflict zones 
of colonial past are Palestine-Israel 
Conflict, Kurdish Conflict and Kashmir 
conflict. The role of nation states in 
these conflicts is obvious while de-
claring the striving people as terror-
ists and intruders. The suppression 
methods by the hand of nation state 
have much legitimacy to use any kinds 
of lethal weapons on its own citizens 
or declared terrorists. Meanwhile any 
kinds of retaliation shall invite more 
oppression with the legal consent of 
whole nation state. The major portion 
of Kashmiri population needs to attain 
freedom for self-determination and 
their democratic rights. The on-going 
repression under the draconian law 
of Unlawful Acts (Prevention) Act of 
1990, over native population by vari-
ous means violating the basic human 
rights of the citizens including curfews, 
fake encounters, murders, torture, 
rape, pellet gun and lethal weapon re-
sulted in  mass graves, half widows, in-
juries and blindness. Every small kid is 
suffering from some kind of oppressive 
methods in the name of national secu-
rity and integrity. But the deafening si-

lence of ruling regime while addressing 
this grave issue hence minimizes the 
value of human lives to the numerical 
numbers of causalities.

In the recent times, we are fortunate 
to hear some new kinds of sloganeer-
ing which represent liberation and self-
respect of the oppressed in our coun-
try. The Asmitha Rally from Ahmedabad 
to Una in Gujarat declares some new 
meanings of Azaadi, which itself pro-
claims the rally as Azaadi Kooch. Dal-
its and Muslims in Gujarat come up 
together to liberate themselves from 
long ruling Hindutva Brahmanical 
conscience. The protest emerged with 
an incident in which four Dalits were 
brutally thrashed up in Una, while 
lifting carcasses of cows by the self-
proclaimed Savarna Gau-Rakshaks. It 
was the Muslims who were the easy 
prey of Savarna groups then in Gujarat 
genocide of 2002, now the lot turned 
up to the Dalits who are the victims of 
systematic tyrannies of casteism. Now 
they have rallied united under the ban-
ner of Una Dalit Atyachar Ladat Samiti 
and backed by the Muslim religious 
body Jamiat-e-Ulama-Hind from August 
5 till August 15. This kind of unity of the 
oppressed must prevail in these times 
of tyrannical fascist regime.

The most dangerous term we hardly 
dare to use now is “freedom of ex-
pression”. The series of killings occur-
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ring in the country targeting people, 
who want to express their freedom to 
think, to eat, to wear, to work, etc. The 
emerging trends of Cultural dominance 
over people make them scared of vigi-
lantism, who are working with the full 
support of ruling regime. The murders 
of Dhabolkar, Pansare, Kalburgi are ap-
parently point out the drastic change 
in the right wing radicalism. The Cow 
vigilant parties are roaming around 
the country, reaching out even to our 
kitchens and trying to restrain us what 
we shall eat or not. The tragic lynch-
ing of Muhammad Akhlaq in Dadri and 
two Muslim youths in Jharkhand in the 
name of beef are evident in the limits 
of our freedom to eat under this fascist 
regime. The continuing suppression 
of freedom of expression has now en-
tered the academic spaces, where a 
series of crackdown over universities 
is being reported from FTTI, IIT Madras, 
UoH, JNU, JU, AMU, JMI etc. Meanwhile 
these spaces are fed up with various 
measures of surveillance over stu-
dents’ political expressions.

The new developments occurring 
in the Northeast state of Manipur give 
some glimpses of a paradigm shift. 
While the Iron lady of Manipur Irom 
Chanu Sharmila stops her 16 year long  
hunger strike on 9th August 2016, the 
atrocities in the name of Unlawful Acts 
(Prevention) Act still continue with full 

vigour. The decision taken up by Irom 
Sharmila points out the incapability 
of our state to assure the secure and 
safe survival of its own citizens. Irom 
Sharmila represents thousands of 
lives who have been sacrificed in the 
name of state security and hundreds 
of women who have been raped and 
tortured by the same “security forces”. 
This long 16 years of hunger strike 
would be an active inspiration for the 
striving people all over the world. Her 
experience exposed the inhuman char-
acter of political systems, which are 
obsessed with weapons more than its 
own citizen’s rights.

The plight of Unlawful Acts (Pre-
vention) Act is mostly visible on the 
Muslims of our country, who have 
been represented by the collective 
conscience as the sole agents of anti-
nationalism. The Muslims are easy 
prey of our investigative agencies after 
every blast and encounter, whenever 
some overwhelming outcries for the 
punishment of culprits rose up in the 
air. This resulted in the large scale ar-
rest and repression of Muslim youths; 
most of them are the under-trials, una-
ware of what they might have done as 
crimes. In the long run of our judicial 
systems, some of them might be re-
leased with a clear chit of innocence, 
but the majority have been under im-
prisonment without any appropriate 
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legal accessibilities. But at the same 
time, the real culprits are scout free, 
embraced by the people in power with 
full licence for their second innings. 
This paradox of justice in our country 
must be questioned by the active con-
science of people.

While the suppression of Adivasis 
of Bastar in Chhattisgarh in the name 
of “Maoist Threat”, continues with full 
scale security enforcement, the Tribal 
activist Soni Sori comes up with a 
march named as “Tiranga Yatra” from 
Dantewada to Gompad. It will be con-
cluded on August 15 by hoisting an 
Indian flag at Gompad. Soni Sori, who 
is the leader of Aam Admi Party has 
suffered various means of oppression 
by the security forces including acid at-
tack, rape and threat for life. The neo-
liberal policies of ruling governments 
compel the indigenous population 
to defend their rights and lands from 
the multi-national corporates, who are 
under strict surveillance of state ma-
chineries. The critical voices against 
the state suppression of tribal people 
is mostly silenced under the iron-fist 
of law enforcement agencies. Soni Sori 
still strives for their rights overshad-
owed by both the state and the Mao-
ists.11 (1)

Let the walls speak aloud about our 
striving conscience of Azaadi, Let the 
questions arise and Let the people say 
their dreams of freedom. Lastly let me 
put an incredible message of Ustad Ab-
dul Nasar Maudani -the rallying figure 
of Dalit Muslim Adivasi Unity in Kerala- 
at Chengara Adivasi protest of 2008:

“Freedom has not been achieved 
so far; to those cannot give proper 
education to their children, to Dalits 
and enslaved people of this country, 
to those innocent people- who were 
massacred at Bhiwandi, Assam, Guja-
rat, Jamshedpur, Guwahati, Varanasi, 
Ayodhya- to the minority communities, 
to the dispossessed and deprived, 
to those landless and poor, to those 
who have no land to bury their dead …
When the 50th anniversary of Indian 
independence day of “Masters” is be-
ing celebrated, I have declared that the 
Subalterns of this country have not yet 
attained independence…”
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“Eid Mubarak, Uncle!”, greeted 
Omar, the young little son of my neigh-
bour with beaming eyes. As I embraced 
him lovingly, I spotted a familiar de-
light in his eyes, a delight that was 
harmonious with my own feelings. The 
blissful day was lit up with the radiance 
of refreshed spirituality that lights up 
every parched soul on the day of Eid. 
The sea of worshippers at the Eid-Gah, 
the sounds of Takbir, Tahmeed and 
Tahleel (words of praises to God)rever-
berating  in the entire neighbourhood, 
the mutuality between complete stran-
gers when they greet one another like 

DELIBERATION

THE SPIRIT OF EID-UL-ADHA

brothers enliven one’s soul and add to 
the spirituality of the day.  What with 
getting ready for the prayers, dressing 
up in new clothes, visiting the Eid gah 
and offering prayers in congregation 
with family and friends, purchasing 
a cattle head from the cattle market, 
slaughtering the animal, distributing 
a part of the meat to the poor and the 
needy and carrying the rest to home 
where it would be further fractionated 
and distributed amongst close friends 
and relatives, Omar has a great day 
ahead. It’s no wonder that a young 
child of his age would be excited and 
belated!

ABDUL KHADER
He is an MBBS student at Shadan In-

stitute Of Medical Sciences, Hyderabad
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Eid al adha (Eid of sacrifice) is 
the second of the two festivals of the 
Muslim community. While the feelings 
of joy and celebration always do ex-
ist on any joyous occasion, this Eid is 
earmarked for nurturing one value in 
particular- sacrificing one’s will before 
God. The Eid falls on the 10, 11 and 
12 days of the 12th month of Islamic 
calendar ( Zul-Hijjah). It is in fact a part 
of the series of rituals that Muslims 
perform during the Islamic pilgrimage 
of Hajj and so also is imitated by the 
Muslims not attending the pilgrimage. 
The rituals of Hajj are symbolic repre-
sentations of core Islamic concepts 
and values which the pilgrim ponders 
upon throughout the pilgrimage. For in-
stance, a pilgrim heading off for hajj is 
clad in a garment comprising of two un-
stitched pieces of white cloth and this 
attire is reminiscent of his “unstitched 
shroud” in the grave. The pilgrim is 
prompted to think as to where his life 
is headed and is reminded not to forget 
his ultimate abode amidst the delu-
sions of this life.

Pilgrims from every nook of the 
earth, gather and circumambulate the 
Ka’bah side by side, offer the five daily 
obligatory prayers “shoulder to shoul-
der and feet to feet”. At a time when 
the entire humanity is plagued by no-
tions of hate which are taking a heavier 
toll of human life than anything else, 
bringing together a governor  beside 
of a skin tanned labourer subdues the 
unholy cries of racial, ethnic or nation-
al superiority. It is indeed a magnifi-
cent view to just watch people from all 
backgrounds assemble in rows within 
minutes and prostate in unison to the 
sound of the Lord’s glorification. How 
true was the prophet who legislated, 
reinforced and reiterated in his sermon 
on the mount of arafah the most basic 
principle of today’s democracy- right 
to equality- in the Arabian desert 1400 
years ago when he said: “All mankind 
is from Adam and Eve, an Arab has no 
superiority over a non-Arab nor a non-
Arab has any superiority over an Arab; 
also a white has no superiority over a 
black nor a black has any superiority 
over white except by piety and good 
action.”

While the pilgrim enjoys a higher 

degree of spirituality than his fel-
low Muslim at home, the latter too is 
reminded that ” there are no days in 
which Good deeds are more accept-
able to Allah than in the 10 days of 
Zul Hijjah”. Also fasting on the day of 
Arafah is said to expiate the sins of the 
preceding and the next year.

Laden with such teachings, Mus-
lims sacrifice an animal (goat sheep, 
camel etc) and by doing so they again 
symbolically perform the act of Proph-
et Ibrahim, who was an embodiment 
of complete obedience and surrender-
ance to the will of the Almighty. Ibra-
him was commanded in a dream to 
sacrifice his only son, Ismail, attained 
at an elderly age. The devout man 
submits his will to God and heads off 
to perform as commanded. But God 
chose otherwise and reinstalls a ram 
in place of Ismail. Muslims thus com-
memorate this act on the day of Eid 
thus enlivening the tradition of their 
“father” Ibrahim.

The Holy Quran repeatedly empha-
sizes the obedience shown by Ibrahim 
to God’s commandments as Ibrahim 
emerges successfully through every 
test that God places for him before 
honouring him with the title of “leader 

of mankind”. A Muslim is reminded of 
his “father” who chooses to be exiled 
from his home and hometown but re-
fuses the unholy calls to worship other 
than the one true God. The pure mono-
theistic words of his “father” resound 
in his ears “Surely my prayer and my 
sacrifice and my life and my death are 
(all) for Allah, the Lord of the worlds” 
whilst  running his knife across the 
neck of the animal. Muslims remind 
themselves of their submission to God. 
They do not seek to slaughter animals 
solely for the sake of satisfying the 
whims of their tummy but also care for 
the less privileged members of the so-
ciety for whom meat is a luxury.

According to recent statistics, India 
suffers from two types of malnutrition: 
undernutrition and overnutrition. Ac-
cording to world hunger report, India 
ranks 20th globally in terms of mal-
nutrition. About 50% of its children be-
low 5 years suffer from stunted growth 
while a much higher fraction “suffer” 
from obesity. According to a UNICEF 
statistic report, half of the deaths in 
India below 5 years of age are due to 
undernutrition.

The other stark side is too obnox-
ious to hear. India ranks 3rd globally in 
terms of the number of obese individu-
als (preceded only by US and china). In 
the words of Scott fitzgerald, “the rich 
become richer and the poor beget chil-
dren” rendering them to remain poor 
causing the gap to widen further.

One practical approach to bridge 
this gap between the two factions is 
the day of Eid. If the 41 million obese 
of India were to open their doors and 
welcome the poor at their tables shar-
ing 1/3 of their sacrificial meat on the 
day of Eid, the results if not completely 
would definitely be somewhat fruitful 
and at least create a healthy social at-
mosphere.

Having sacrificed my goat, I still can 
picture the joy in the weary eyes of the 
poor couple and their son Omar living 
in a tumbledown besides my apart-
ment when “I gave them from what my 
Lord blessed me with”. I realised what 
Mahatma meant when he said: “The 
best way to find yourself is to lose your-
self in the service of others.”

 “ The Holy Quran 
repeatedly emphasizes the 
obedience shown by Ibra-
him to God’s command-
ments as Ibrahim emerges 
successfully through every 
test that God places for 
him before honouring him 
with the title of “leader 
of mankind”. A Muslim is 
reminded of his “father” 
who chooses to be exiled 
from his home and home-
town but refuses the un-
holy calls to worship other 
than the one true God.
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Things aren’t the same anymore

It surely doesn’t feel the same!

What used to be a reviving act,

Is no more understood for the same

Oh! It’s such a shame..

A man clad with two pieces of cloth

Walks miles with people of different grounds.

In same cotton robes they stay

They spend all day and night

With no ill feeling about the other in their mind

Such an act which transcends all race

Is not an usual affair.

People who believe and those who do not

Heed to the lessons this pilgrimage has taught.

Out set a man with no kin

He marched to the center to purify his sins

He did many wrongs and a little right

He asks for forgiveness and tells his plight

He cries and cries

In this promised land to which he came down

Where all his sins have now been washed down

Out came a soul with no sins

A purified heart ready to bring

Peace and harmony among other beings

People who believe and those who do not

Witness the man this pilgrimage has back brought.  

To the man who says:

“A divine journey only,

With no worldly fruits has it ever so given.

Just a ritual like any other

Of the by-gone religious time.

Practiced by its followers time and time”

EXPRESSIONS

OUT CAME
THE PILGRIM !!

MOHAMMED MAJAAZUDDIN
He is an MBBS Student from Shadan Institute of Medical sciences. He writes poetry with passion mostly on Life and related stuff, 

and is a fast forward football player.

 

People who believe and those who do not;

“This is no ritual of just being divine

But an act where peace is revived and

love is spread.

A training ground;

of sacrifice and devotion”

In every act of its, is a jewel hidden

Takes no genius to see what’s hidden

But only a fool to not appreciate

What he has been given.

So like the man who cuts his slack

And between the mountains who runs forth and back

Shows his Lord, his perseverance and faith

It’s time for us to do the same

O People who believe!

A common cause we all do share

To worship our Lord and to love and care.
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“Every year when the time of Eid-
ul-Adha comes the word “sacrifice” 
comes to everyone’s lips. Every kid 
on the streets talks about sacrifice. 
To reflect the same even the name of 
the festival has been conveniently re-
named to Bakrid, referring to the sac-
rifice of the goat / sheep or the bakra.”

“Oh my brothers and sisters, let me 
remind you, and myself too, that this 
religion is based on sacrifice. The very 
foundation of our religion is sacrifice. 
Each of our acts of worship has been 

OPEN SPACE

SERMON FROM THE PULPIT

based on sacrifice. One has to sacri-
fice the sweetness of sleep in the wee 
hours to worship and pray the early 
morning prayers. Throughout the day 
at fixed timings one has to sacrifice all 
of their work to bow down before the 
Lord of the heaven and earth. Fasting 
is nothing but sacrifice. First, one has 
to sacrifice the sleep for eating pre-
fasting meals before sunrise. Then sac-
rifice food and water throughout the 
day. Lastly one has to sacrifice the en-
joyable things during fasting. The pillar 
of Hajj is ultimate sacrifice. There were 

REEHAN AHMED KHAN
He is a Software engineer based 

out in Bangalore. His interest confines 
around innovative Technology and em-
pirical spiritual journey.
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days in the past where when a person 
went to Hajj it was as if he was sacri-
ficing his life for completing this part 
of the religion. Even in today’s days of 
comforts there are several trails in per-
forming Hajj. Remember the last year’s 
trail of storm at Mecca”

“Oh my brothers and sisters I im-
plore you to imbibe this spirit of sacri-
fice. Sacrifice things you love to attain 
higher goals. Sacrifice your money and 
help those in need. Sacrifice your time 
and join in building a stronger commu-
nity, a better humanity and ultimately 
a better world for those who will come 
after us. Sacrifice for that is the invest-
ment with your Lord who has promised 
to return it back multiplied many-fold. It 
will be your ultimate success and your 
best investment.”

“Let me quickly remind you with 
examples of the yore times. It was the 
time of war of Tabuk. After the day of 
war Abu Jaham went in search of his 
cousin brother in the battle field. When 
he found his brother, he was lying 
wounded and counting the last breaths 
of his life. On seeing Abu Jaham, he 
asked for some water to quench his 
parched throat. Before the bag of wa-
ter could touch his lips there was a cry 
from another wounded person lying 
nearby for water. The cousin brother 
now expressed that the other person is 
more in need of water than him and so 
implored Abu Jaham to take the water 
to the other person. When Abu Jaham 

reached the second person the same 
thing happened, a cry for water from 
another wounded, and he was sent to 
quench the thirst of the third person. 
When Abu Jaham reached the third per-
son, he had already passed away. So 
he hurried back to the second person, 
who had also passed away. Now he 
made his way back to his cousin broth-
er, who had also passed away. All three 
left this world without having a drop of 
water even though they were thirsty”

“Reflect on this oh my brothers and 
sisters. Did they know each other? Was 
it that they had in excess and did not 
need water and so they sacrificed? Did 
they give away something that they 
have used and so needed it no more? 
Also what did they expect from the 
other person when they sacrificed? Did 
they send a message to tell them that 
so-and-so sacrificed his share of water 
so as to give to them?”

 “ Become useful 
such that the world feels 
your need and your pres-
ence. Don’t be like a prick 
to everyone such that your 
presence is despised like 
that large gutter flowing in 
the middle of the city.

“What is a sacrifice if it is not some-
thing that one is in need of but still 
gives up for the sake of others. Learn to 
sacrifice. Oh my brothers and sisters! 
Imbibe the quality of sacrifice in your 
family, especially among the youth. 
Make an example of your sacrifices. 
Sacrifice your time and money to do 
good. Sacrifice your youth for the bet-
terment of the society. People will call 
you fools, but don’t bother for they 
know not what’s real and what’s not. 
For us the hereafter has to be so real 
that this world would become a mi-
rage”

“Be like the rain that mixes itself 
with the dust and gives life to the en-
tire world. Be like the sun that burns 
itself and lights up the universe. Pro-
vide sacrifice so as to benefit the whole 
world at large. Become useful such 
that the world feels your need and your 
presence. Don’t be like a prick to eve-
ryone such that your presence is de-
spised like that large gutter flowing in 
the middle of the city, an eyesore but 
something that cannot be done away 
with. Become like the sugar in the milk 
that is invisible but its presence is felt 
in every drop.”

“With this I end my advice for this 
Eid of sacrifice. May the Almighty God 
help us in making sacrifices that is ac-
ceptable in His eyes. May our sacrifices 
be our best investment of our whole 
life. Ameen.”
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He is a first-year student at IIM 
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Patna and a football enthusiast, he is 
also a member of the public relations cell 
at IIM Rohtak. He has worked with IBM 
India Pvt. Ltd for 2 years.

An MBA degree is one of the most 
coveted qualifications you can pursue 
to develop skills required for business 
and management. The value of the 
MBA, however, is not limited strictly to 
the business world, and there is much 
more to it than what is generally per-
ceived.

Politics is one of the most obvi-
ous examples, where a management 
degree can increase the skills of an in-
dividual by leaps and bounds. Age is 
not “just a number” when it comes to 
politicians. The average age of a mem-
ber of parliament of India is 54 years, 
which is quite alarming for a country 
which has more than 65% of its popu-
lation under 35 years of age. The least 
that we can conclude from this statistic 
is that the youth of the country is ter-
ribly underrepresented at the highest 
decision-making body. The relatively 
older leaders, although being much 
more experienced than their younger 
peers, lack the dynamism and energy 
needed to address the issues at the 
grass root level. No wonder we see 
such inefficient government policies as 
far as the youth is concerned. The situ-
ation is further aggravated by the om-
nipresent corruption and the image of 
politicians that has been created over 
the years in minds of the people.

Now, more than ever, there is a 
need for more academically qualified 
politicians, who have a wider perspec-
tive and a diversified view. An MBA 
degree helps a lot in honing an individ-
ual’s problem solving and teamwork 
skills. Also, a political leader with an 
MBA degree will be a far better option 
than otherwise as he will be able to 
handle the finances of the party more 
efficiently, will be able to run the pro-

CAREER

WHY WE NEED POLITICAL LEADERS 
HAVING AN MBA DEGREE?

motional campaign more strategically, 
and can manage the human resources 
more effectively. So it is time fresh 
management graduates start thinking 
about politics as a career option, and 
not just looking down on it, doing noth-
ing.

Another area of leadership, where 
an MBA degree can prove to be very 
useful is for people working in the up-
per echelons of an organization. A re-
cent analysis of CEOs of the top 500 
companies listed on the Bombay stock 
exchange reveals that only 144 of them 
have an MBA degree, so it is also not 
true that you can’t succeed without a 
management degree, but for a CEO or a 
CFO of an organization, who is already 
equipped with all the technical tools 
and techniques, having an MBA degree 
would be the icing on the cake. It will 
help him assess his leadership style, 
and mold it according to the needs of 
the organization.

There can be several other domains 
of leadership positions where manage-
ment knowledge can make a great deal 
of difference, like small scale busi-
nesses, startups, sports etc.  So having 
an MBA degree is not absolutely neces-
sary to ascend to the top of an organi-
zation, but it certainly does help.

SHIKHAR PARASHAR
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And lo! Of Noah’s persuasion

Was Abraham; when he

Came to his Lord with a whole heart.

To his father said he:

“What is it that ye worship eth?

Is it a falsehood-gods

Beside Allah-that ye desire?

What of the Lord of worlds?!”

And he glanced a glance at the stars

Then said: “Lo! I feel sick!”

His folks turned back and went away

Then to their gods he spake:

“Will ye not eat? What aileth you

that ye speak not?” Then he

Attacked them striking with right hand.

His folks turned hastingly.

He said, “worship ye that which ye

Yourselves do carve? When He

Hath made you and all that ye make?!”

They said: “Come ho! And see!

Build for him a building and fling

Him in the red-hot fire.”

And they built a furnace for him

And they designed a snare.

EXPRESSIONS

THE BALLAD OF SACRIFICES

YOUSUF BIN MOHAMMAD
He is a student, works as a digitization assistant with Juma al Majid Center for Culture and Heritage(JUMA al Majid Group). He 

is equally interested in literature(poetry), philosophy and Psychology.

But Lord made them the most debased

Saving His slave from world.

He said: “I go unto my Lord

Who will guide me.My Lord!

Grant me a child that’s righteous”

Allah gave him tidings of son

But when this son got old enough

Abraham said: “Dear son

I have been shown a dream

That I must sacrifice

You. So what now do thinkest thou?”

“No need be thinking twice”

Said son, “Oh father do as thou

have been commanded, God

Willing thou shalt find me steadfast.”

They both thus submitted.

Abraham flung him down upon

His face and was on him

When Lord called unto Abraham:

“Thou hast fulfilled vision!”

Lo! That indeed was a clear test

And then Allah ransomed

His son with a great sacrifice

And left his mention exalted!
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UP Crosses 15K mark for the number of students admitted under RTE

Now engineering taught in Hindi medium in MP University

CAMPUS NEWS

Out of 21,789 applications, 15,626 
students were granted admission un-
der the act by private schools. This 
number is exponential growth, 3 times 
compared to previous year when 4,400 
children got admission in over 500 pri-
vate schools in only 26 districts. This 

Atal Bihari Vajpayee Hindi Vishwav-
idyalaya has started courses in Hindi 
medium for Electrical, Mechanical and 
Civil streams with an aim of imparting 
technical and medical education in 
Hindi.

Vice Chancellor Dr Mohan Lal 
Chhipa said, after the admission pro-
cess is done, the classes will begin and 
the medium will be Hindi. He said they 
will continue with the course, even if 
they get one registration for the course 
on doubts over intake and the course 
availability.

The rationale is said to be break the 
English language hegemony and that 
Except few nations, many countries like 
Israel, Japan, China, Russia, Korea, Ger-
many, Sweden and various others have 
teaching these courses in their own 
language and are progressing.

COMPILED BY NIHAAL KIDIYOOR

number looks even more interesting 
when we look at previous year data. 
The total number of children admitted 
in 2012, 2013 and 2014 was only 108 
in the state.

The landmark Right to Education 
Act was passed 2009, giving children 
from poor and other disadvantaged 
backgrounds the provision to free and 
compulsory education to the age of 14. 
But UP formed the RTE rules in 2011 
which they were implemented only in 
December 2012 onwards.

When we look at the national 
scene, the max number of students to 
get admission under the act were in 
Varanasi, where 3,318 poor children 
are now going to school.

Agra came next where 3,000 stu-
dents got enrolled in private schools 
and Lucknow finished third with 2,920 
students being admitted under RTE

The university will start engineer-
ing courses at present from Bhoj Open 
University’s campus and will shift to 
the new campus once its construction 
is over.

The university has already drafted 
the syllabus in Hindi and appointed fac-

More than 15,000 students have 
taken admissions in different schools 
across Uttar Pradesh this year under 
the right to education (RTE) act that 
mandates 25% reservation for children 
from backward sections in private un-
aided institutes.

ulty for imparting engineering courses 
in Hindi. Besides degree courses, the 
university will also run diploma cours-
es in these disciplines. To begin with, 
the varsity is offering 30 seats each in 
civil, mechanical, electrical streams 
and also in diploma courses.
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IITs caught in their vicious circle of tradition and orthodoxy,
says  Manish Sisodia.

9 Year old kid educates slum kids along, with her slum library.

The IITs are caught in the vicious 
circle of their own tradition and ortho-
doxy which acts as hindrances from 

Muskaan Ahirwar, a class 3 student 
has set up library in her own backyard, 
with her collection of 121 books in a 
slum in Bhopal, where more than 50 
kids make use of it. She is just a 9 year 
old girl child, yes “9 year old” who 
started this initiative. 

She is helping her colleague get 
educated in that area. This little angel 
wants to be a doctor when she grows 
up and serve the society in a greater 
way. 

This girl is an inspiration for all 
and especially students, that we al-
ways can make a difference if we have 
the will. All too often, we are busy in 
counting the obstacles that we face, 
rather than seeing opportunity, and if 
Muskaan could think of a library in a 
small slum, then sky is the limit and for 
this reason, she was the recipient of 

being world class institution, was the 
opinion of Delhi Deputy Chief Minister 
Mr Manish Sisodia.

‘Thought Leader’ award by NITI Aayog.

She is the youngest recipient of the 
award, and received the honour from 

CAMPUS NEWS

 Mr Sisodia cited the example of 
IIT’s reject Malvika Joshi, who was de-
nied on the grounds of not having a 
10th or 12th completion certificate, but 
was accepted by the prestigious Massa-
chusetts Institute of Technology in the 
US.

He was very outright in his criticism 
saying IIT’s as slave to its own tradition, 
the institute which is considered as 
best is inflexible, has resulted in such 
status of education in the country. He 
questioned the traditional rigid mind-
set of being schooled for 20 years to 
get into IIT’s. And lamented the loss of 
losing a talented candidate. He also cit-
ed the example of US elections where 
there is discussion on education minis-
try portfolio whereas in our country no 
one is bothered. 

wrestler and Olympic bronze medalist 
Ms Sakshi Malik.
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CAMPUS NEWS

Prakash Javdekar meets Linkedin CEO to discuss Education sector.

India 50 Years Behind In AchievingEducation Goals, 
Says UNESCO Report.

Union Minister Mr Prakash Ja-
vadekar on Tuesday discussed a range 
of issues with Linkedin CEO Mr Jeff 
Weiner. HRD ministry explored the pos-
sibilities of utilising the reach of social 
media in education sector to boost in-
novation and placements.

The minister said that the meet-
ing was very fruitful discussion and 
that there are many things that can be 
done collaboratively and interested 
in increasing research and innovation 
and relevant teaching and placements 
thereafter to happen in all college cam-
puses and all our technical institutes. 
LinkedIn CEO Weiner said he was excit-
ed to meet the HRD Minister and said 
that LinkedIn is focusing on making 
products in India and for India. Earlier 
this week, LinkedIn launched a lite ver-

According to UNESCO REPORT, In-
dia will be 50 years late in achieving its 

sion of its website for mobile browsing 
in India. LinkedIn Lite loads four times 
faster and provides a better experience 

universal education goals. 

This was the latest report released 

to users in urban and rural areas with 
patchy networks.

by the United Nations Educational, Sci-
entific and Cultural Organisation or UN-
ESCO. With 11.1 million out-of-school 
students in the lower secondary level, 
India’s target of achieving sustainable 
development goal of providing qual-
ity education to every child by 2030 is 
far behind schedule, as per the Global 
Education Monitoring report 2016.Go-
ing by the current status, India is likely 
to achieve universal upper secondary 
education by 2085, half a century late, 
says report.

The upper secondary education 
comprises of the age group of 14-17 
years which comprises students in 
standard 9 to standard 12. However, as 
of 2013-14, there has been an overall 
increase in the gross enrolment ratio at 
almost every level of education, which 
signifies that student enrolment to the 
corresponding eligible age group in 
a given year has increased, the study 
shows.
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DU Law results: Mass failure sparks call for indefinite hunger strike.

Public Meet demanding the arrests of persons responsible
for suicide of Rohit Vemula

Delhi University’s law students 
have been dealt one more blow. Now 
call for an indefinite hunger strike over 
the failure of 50 per cent students in 
the semester exams. 

Last month, the university declared 
the results of the semester exams but 
the students said there was some 
problem with it as some of them have 
been marked absent while scores of 
few others were revised later. 

The main reasons for hunger strike:

• Out of 1944 students, 882 
students have failed in at least one 
subject in the semester examination

• Following declaration of re-
sults, the student protest was called 
off after the authorities had assured of 
grievance redressal. 

Nothing was done, prompting stu-
dents to call for hunger strike. This is 
not the first time that the law faculty of 

Demanding the arrests of persons 
directly and indirectly responsible for 
suicide of Rohit Vemula, the Struggle 
and Solidarity committee for justice 
for Rohit Vemula (SSCJRV), organised 
public meeting at Prakasham Hall, 
Gandhi Bhavan on August 29, after 
police denied permission to dharna at 
Indira Park. 100’s of students across 
the state gathered. Following are the 

the university has reported mass fail-
ures. Last year, when the results were 
declared almost half of law students 
at Delhi University had compartments. 
The students had taken out protests to 
gather the interest of authorities to rec-

demands:

• Justice for Rohit Vemula

•  Implement National SC com-
mission orders

•  Arrest the guilty without any 
reservation.

Dr Anand Teltumbde, Teesta Se-
talvad, Radhika Vemula and Syed 
Azharuddin, Secretary Public Relations 

CAMPUS NEWS

tify their results.

The Faculty of Law has three centres 
- Law Centre I (LCI), Campus Law Centre 
(CLC) and Law Centre II (LC II). CLC usu-
ally admits the highest scorers of the 
entrance test.

addressed the gathering on behalf of 
SIO Telangana.

They said that even though seven 
months have passed since the case has 
been filed, the Telangana police has 
been delaying to act and to arrest the 
culprits under the SC/ST Atrocity Act 
by involving in the false propaganda of 
declaring Rohith Vemula as a non-SC. 
District Collector of Guntur in his report 
submitted to the National SC Commis-
sion has declared that Rohit belongs 
to SC community precisely Mala and 
also directed the Cyberabad Police to 
complete the enquiry and arrest the 
culprits. Even though 15 days have 
passed since the National SC Commis-
sion has directed the Cyberabad Police, 
no action has been initiated by the Tel-
angana police.
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